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Abstract: Telephone systems are marked by the provision of many hundreds of features. 
Conflict between these features is inherent as the actions of one feature can be 
in direct opposition to the aims of another feature. Most telecommunication 
service providers resolve the feature interaction problem by providing specific 
instructions in their management software. This approach suffers from the 
complexity of the resulting code and the difficulty of adding new features to 
the system. In this paper, we propose an agent-based architecture in which the 
actions of each agent are controlled by a set of policies. We also introduced the 
concept of fuzzy-policies, which are policies whose suitability for handling an 
event is calculated dynamically, based on the value of some fuzzy-variables. 
Conflicts are resolved using an arbitrator agent, which recalculates the 
suitability of the proposed actions of each agent and deduces the best action 
that satisfies the end user. The end user has the ability to add new policies, or 
modify the values of the fuzzy-parameters of the user-agent to alter the 
behavior of the system, thus obtaining a more personalized service. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Telephone systems are marked by the provision of many hundreds of 
features that can be used to select the most appropriate way to dispose of a 
call for a user. Conflict is inherent in the provision of multiple features for a 
user. The actions of one feature can be in direct opposition to the aims of 
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another feature. As a simple example the actions of the features Call 
Forward Busy and Call Waiting are usually given. With Call Forward Busy, 
a call to a user talking on the telephone will be directed to another telephone. 
In Call Waiting, the incoming call will be announce with a tone to the user 
who has an option of taking it directly while the incoming caller continues to 
hear audible ringing. These two features cannot be simultaneously active 
since they will direct incompatible outcomes for a call. With many hundreds 
of features, there is an explosion of such interactions, which must be 
detected and resolved. 

The coming converged voice/data marketplace will create opportunities 
for many new features. As can be expected this will only make more 
difficult the problem of feature interaction since features can now depend on 
parameters from the data as well as the voice world. In addition, these new 
features will more than in the past depend on the current user context and so 
will become much more dynamic than in the past. Most current 
telecommunication service-providers resolve the feature interaction problem 
by providing specific instructions in their management software to handle 
scenarios where feature interaction may occur. This increases the complexity 
of the resulting code and the difficulty of adding new features to the system. 
Moreover, the output of the resolution between conflicting features is 
predefined. 

This motivated several researches to be conducted using a multi-agents 
architecture for feature interaction resolution [Buh98 and Wei97]. These 
architectures proved to be more flexible and extensible than classical 
systems, but they still suffered from the fact that the output of the resolution 
between conflicting features is predefined. Thus, the end-user did not have a 
means of affecting the system decision to reflect the preferences of the end
user. 

The essence of our work was to come up with an architecture that is 
flexible, extensible and capable of detecting and resolving conflicts. This 
was done by using an agent-architecture whereby the agent thinking and 
decision-making is controlled by policies. We also introduced the concept of 
the action suitability of a policy, which reflects how much an action 
proposed by a policy is suitable for handling an event. The action suitability 
is calculated dynamically based on 'fuzzy variables', which reflects the user 
preference or the current state of the system. Fuzzy variables [Cox94 and 
Mot92] are variables that are neither 100% true nor 100% false. For 
example, a temperature of 80F may be considered as being rather hot, but it 
is also considered warm t9 some degree. To express this concept, we 
associate to the fuzzy variable temperature a value hot with a degree of truth 
(or degree of membership), since "temperature is hot" is partially true and 
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partially false at the same time. Our algorithm for conflict resolution is based 
on the suitability of a policy. 

Section 2 of this paper will give more details on the architecture of our 
system In Section 3; we will provide more details on the policy and their 
representation. Section 4 describes our graphical notation for scenario 
representation. Section 5 and 6 demonstrates the decision-making 
mechanism through some scenarios, and finally, our conclusion will be 
presented in Section 7. 

2. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE 

Our work is based on the negotiation agent approach [Gri94], and 
extends the work described in [Buh98], in which a multi-agents-architecture 
was proposed to resolve feature-interaction conflicts dynamically. The major 
shortcoming of the previous system is that it associated fixed priority levels 
to different actions. When a conflict occurs, the action with the highest 
priority was chosen. The main goal of our system was to provide a more 
flexible mean for resolving conflicts. 

In our system, we use MediaPath [Mit97b] to control the calls. 
MediaPath is a multimedia communications system based on open standards, 
manufactured by Mitel Corporation. 

Agents communicate with each other using MicMac [Mit97a]. MicMac is 
a tuple space [GeI85], which is an instance of blackboard-architecture. In 
such architecture, entities communicate by publishing events on the 
blackboard. On the other hand, agents that are waiting for events place a 
query on the blackboard, in which the agents expresses the parameters and 
constraints of the event they are waiting for. 

Each physical device is represented by a device-agent. The device-agent 
contains the policies responsible for handling and controlling the requests 
and actions of this device. The device-agent may contain multiple feature
agents. A feature-agent contains all the policies that control the feature to 
which the device is subscribed. 

The end user may also be represented by a user-agent, which contains all 
the policies representing the constraints that the system imposes to this user, 
depending on the role of the user. The user-agent contains also the policies 
and the parameters that express the preferences of the user. When a user is 
assigned a certain device, the device loads the policies that are relevant to 
this device from the user-agent. 
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3. THE POLICY REPRESENTATION 

As explained in Section 2, each device is associated with a device-agent, 
which is responsible for controlling this device. Each feature to which the 
device is subscribed is represented by a feature agent, that is considered as 
being a part of the device agent. 

Each user is also represented by a user-agent, which contains all the 
policies that the system imposes on the user, as well as those that express the 
user preferences. When a device is being employed by a specific user, the 
user agent is contacted, and all the policies that are relevant to the device are 
loaded into the device-agent. The device-agent also contacts the Policy 
Server to load the policies that are related to this device. 

There exist two categories of policies, obligation and authorization 
[Mar97]. 

Obligations are policies that are associated with triggering events. When 
one of these triggering events occurs, the agent containing the policies 
associated with this event will have the duty of realizing the actions 
described in these policies. A positive obligation policy (Op) describes the 
action that the agent wants to perform when the triggering event occurs, 
while a negative obligation policy (On) describes the action that the agent 
seeks to prevent. Authorization policies are not associated with an event. 
They represent the permission in case of Positive Authorization (Ap) and the 
refusal of permission in case of Negative Authorization (An). 

Two levels of registration exist, notification and handling. An agent may 
want to be notified of the occurrence of an action to change its internal state 
or to start a set of actions. An example of this is a cost agent, which is 
responsible for calculating the cost of using a service, that wants to be 
notified when a call is established, in order to start calculating the resulting 
cost. The second level of registration is handling. In this case, the agent 
wants to have a monopoly on the control of an event. Notification policies 
are processed before handling policies, as they are usually used for setting 
the context of the event. 

Policies can also be associated with fuzzy-variables that reflects how 
applicable the policy is to the current context of the application. This is 
called the 'suitability' of the policy. A policy that does not have associated 
fuzzy variables is interpreted as being 100% suitable. 

When an event occurs, the device-agent will test the conditions 
associated with the policies waiting for this event. The device-agent will 
execute all the actions suggested by notification policies whose conditions 
are true. The handling policies will be examined next. Actions of the 
handling policies whose conditions are true will be suggested to the agent. 
The device-agent will choose one of the actions suggested by the policies of 
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the agent, or by other feature-agents contained in this device-agent. The 
choice of the agent will be based on the suitability associated with these 
actions. Note that No-Action, which means do-nothing, will always be 
suggested with a degree of suitability equal to zero. This is done to prevent 
actions with a negative degree of suitability from being carried out, which 
are the actions that received a denial of permission. More details on this 
mechanism will be provided in section 5 and 6. 

f:!ELEMENT Policy 
f::!A lTLiST Policy 

(Event?, Subject+, Action, Target+, Condition*, Truth-Value?» 
id TO #REQUIRED 
type (Op I On I ~) I AJ #REQUIRED> 

f:! ELEMENT Event 
f::!A lTLiST Event 

(Sender?, Receiver*, Pa.ram::ter*» 
id ID #REQUIRED 
event-class CDAT A #REQUIRED> 

f::!ELEMENT Subject (Entity-Name I Object» 
-e:!ELEMENT Action (Action-Name, Parameter*» 
f::!ELEMENT Target (Entity-Name I Object» 
f::!ELEMENT Condition (Variable-Name, Operator, Value» 
<!ELEMENT Truth-Value (Pa.ram::ter-Name*» 
<!ELEMENT Sender (Entity-Name I Object I any» 
f::!ELEMENT Receiver (Entity-Name I Object I any» 
f::! ELEMENT any EMPTY> 
f::!ELEMENT Entity-Name (#PCDATA» 
f::!-- Entity-Name is used to referencc other objccts --> 
f:!ELEMENT Action-Name (#PCDATA» 
f::!ELEMENT Variable-Name (#PCDATA» 
f::!ELEMENT Pa.ram::ter-Name (#PCDATA» 
f:!ELEMENT Object (pa.ram::ter)*> 
f::!A lTLiST Object aid ID 

name CDATA 
symbol CDATA 

f::!ELEMENT Operator EMPTY> 

#REQUIRED 
#IMPUED 
#IMPLIED> 

t<!A T1'L1ST Operator type (IessThan I biggel'Than I equals I notEqual1 
biggerOrEquaI IlessOrE<)ual) #REQUIRED > 

f::!ELEMENT Pa.ram::ter (pa.ram::ter-Name?, Value» 
f:!ELEMENT Value (String I Fuzzy-Value I Boolean I Numeric» 
f::!ELEMENT String (#PCDATA» 
f::!ELEMENT Fuzzy-Value «Label, Degree-of-membership)*» 
t<!ELEMENT Label (#PCDATA» 
k! ELEMENT Degree-of-membership (#PCDA T A» 
f:!ELEMENT Boolean (true I false» 
f:!ELEMENT Nwreric (#PCDATA» 

Figure 1. Policies' Document Type Declaration. 

Policies are represented in our system using XML. XML was developed 
as a standard by the World Wide Web Consortium as a meta-language, 
which is a language for describing other languages. It is a subset of the 
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Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML). Many scientific 
communities have decided to adapt XML to define a standard for 
infonnation exchange, like the Mathematical Markup Language [W3Cc] and 
the Synchronized Multimedia Integration Language (SMIL) [W3Cd]. The 
XML representation of a policy is given in Figure 1. 

Using the XML grammar, the operator "," is used to denote a sequence of 
elements. The operator "?" means that this element can occur at the most, 
once, or not occur at all. The operator "+" denotes one or more occurrence of 
an element, while "*" denotes zero or more occurrences of an element. 

In our system, policies may contain one or more objects, called subject. 
A subject is the entity responsible for executing the action of a policy. A 
policy may also contain one or more targets, where targets are the entities on 
which the action is perfonned. A policy may have an event associated with 
it, as in the case of Obligation Policies. Constraints are the pre-conditions 
that must be realized for the policy to be applicable. Constraints can place 
conditions on the subject, target or mode of the policy. It can also place a 
condition on the state of the system. 

To increase the readability of the paper, we will use a notation inspired 
from the work of [Mar97]. The general fonnat of this notation is given 
below, with optional arguments written within brackets. 

rolicy_ID type [registration-mode] [trigger] subject(s) {action} 
~arget(s) [when constraint(s)] [truth-value] 

Figure 2. The policy notation. 

4. THE GRAPHICAL REPRESENTATION OF A 
SCENARIO 

There exist many techniques for scenario representation, such as Use 
Case Maps [Buh95 and Aym98]. However, these methods remain at the 
abstract level and are incapable of showing a specific scenario, or they are 
deficient in explaining the decision paths of the scenario. For this reason, we 
needed to develop a graphical notation to represent both the state of the 
agent system and the decision paths for each step in the scenario. 

Let's start by explaining the symbols used in this notation. The rounded 
rectangle is used to represent an Agent. We put the agent name in the top 
part of the rounded rectangle, while the attributes that are relevant to the 
scenario are shown in the bottom section, as shown in Figure 3. 
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/ "'\ 

A: Agent 
/ 

Current Call: - > cc: Call ... 
,-State: ./ i:importance.important 

'-
is-long-Distance 

./ 

Figure 3. The Graphical Representation of an Agent. 

A connector is used to represent an attribute that refers to another object. 
If no object exists, the connector will be grounded. Any agent, object or 
attribute can be represented by a symbol to facilitate referring to this 
element. For example, A.cc.ld refers to the parameter of Long Distance of 
the current call object of Agent A. To denote the specific label of a fuzzy 
variable, we append the variable name to the label name, separated by a dot. 
For example importance. urgent denotes the label "urgent" of the fuzzy 
variable "importance". 

Actions are represented by ovals, within which we describe the action 
taken. An action may be associated with one or more groups of conditions. 
If any group of conditions is realized, the action will be proposed. A 
condition is symbolized by a hexagon and each group of conditions is 
connected to the action using the symbol of an encircled cross. The small 
circle bordering the conditions symbolizes that the action will be proposed if 
the condition is false. An action may have an associated truth-value that will 
be expressed by a down arrow callout, containing the parameters from which 
the truth-value is calculated. If no callout is shown, this means that the truth
value of this action is 100%. 

The actions of notification policies are directly connected to the agent to 
symbolize that the agent will try to execute all the actions proposed. The 
actions of the handling policies are linked to the agent using an encircled dot 
to represent a decision point, as only one of these actions can be proposed. 
As explained previously, at each decision point we will have a No Action 
with an associated 0% truth-value. 

If the Agent contains other sub-agents, this sub-agent will be connected 
to the Agent through an encircled dot to represent that the sub-agent can only 
suggest one action to the enclosing agent. 
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Events that are relevant to the scenario are shown in dashed rounded 
rectangles with arrows leading from the event to the conditions that depend 
on the event. 

In the next section, we will use this graphical notation to represent a 
scenario of a conflict resolution between multiple feature-agents inside a 
single device-agent. 

5. RESOLVING FEATURE INTERACTION INSIDE 
A SINGLE DEVICE-AGENT 

In this example, we will explain how to use the agent architecture to 
resolve conflicts at the level of a single device agent. Let's suppose that we 
have a device agent containing three feature-agents, the Call Forwarding 
feature-agent (CF) and the Answer Call feature-agent (AC) and the 
Termination agent (T), which is responsible for accepting call requests. CW 
generates a call-waiting tone to alert the called party, whereas AC connects 
the calling party to an answering service. If A is already on the line when the 
second call comes in, should A receive a call-waiting tone or should the 
second call be directed to the answering service? The previous example is 
classified [Cam94] as a Single-User-Single-Component (SUSC), where the 
interactions occur because incompatible features are simultaneously in use 
by a single user in a single network component. 

In this example, we assume that the user does not want to be interrupted 
during a long-distance telephone call. Thus, AC should take precedence 
over CW when the other call is long distance; otherwise, CW should take 
precedence over AC. The architecture of the agent is shown in Figure 4. 

The device-agent contains the following notification policies. 
• PI_at Op [on CR: CallRequest] agent {set(0.6) } CR.importance 

[when not CR.isLongDistance] 
• PI_a2 Op [on CR: CallRequest] agent {set(0.9) } CR.importance 

[when CR.isLongDistance] 
• PI_a3 Op [on CE: CallEstablishement] agent {set(0.9* 

CE.importance)} agent.currentCalLimportance 
The policy Peal says that when a local call-request is received, the 

agent should set the call importance (G.importance) to 60%. Rule PI_a2 says 
to set the importance of the call to 90% if the call is a long-distance call. 
Rule PI_a3 indicates that once the call has begun, the agent should reduce 
the importance of the call to 90% of its original value. 
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Figure 4. The Graphical Representation of the agent system. 

The device agent contains three feature-agents, which are the Answer
Call agent, the Call-Waiting agent and the Termination agent. 

The Answer-Call feature-agent contains the following policy. 
• PI ac1 Op [on CR: CaliRequest] agent.AC 

{forwardToAnswerMachine( ) } CR [when agent.state= busy] 
[Tru th - Va 1 ue agent. currentCall.importance] 

This policy says that the call should be forwarded to the answer machine 
if the user is currently using the telephone. The truth-value of this rule will 
be equal to the fuzzy-parameter importance associated with the current call. 

The Call-Waiting agent contains the following policy. 
• PI_cwl Op [on CR: CaliRequest] agent.CW {signaICallWaiting( ) } 

CR [when agent.state= busy] [Truth-Value CR.importance] 
This policy says that the user should hear the call-waiting signal if the 

user is currently on the telephone. The suitability of this policy will be equal 
to the importance of the incoming call. 

Let's suppose that a long-distance Call Request is sent to Agent A, while 
Agent A is available. From the Figure, we see that one action from the 
notification policies is true, which will set the importance of the Call 
Request to 90%. For the sub-agents Call Forward and Answer Call, only the 
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no action will be proposed, while the Termination Agent will have two 
actions proposed, that of Accept Call with 100% and No Action with 0%. 
The Termination Agent will choose the one with the higher truth-value, 
which is Accept Call, and will propose it to Agent A. Agent A will receive 
four proposals, three of them being No Action with 0% and the fourth being 
Accept Call with 100%. Thus, the Accept Call action will be executed. This 
step is shown in Figure 5. 

i:importlllce.important 
is-Long·Distance = true 

CR: call R£quut 

call 
caller =B 
called=A 

Figure 5. Step 1: Receiving a Long Distance Call Request. 

Therefore, the call will be established and the Call Established event will 
be sent to Agent A, as shown in Figure 6. In this case, the state of Agent A 
will become busy, and the importance of the current call will be set to 90% 
of the importance of the call associated with the event, which is 90%. Thus, 
the importance of the current call will become 81 %. On the other hand, all 
the sub-agents of Agent A will propose No Action with 0% truth-value, so 
no further action will be taken. 
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CE: Call Established 

call 
caller = B 
called = A 

<:CaII 
i:importance.important = 90 
is-Loog-DiI.tance = t",. 

Figure 6_ Step 2: Receiving a Call Establishment Event. 
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In Figure 7, we suppose that another long-distance call request was sent 
to the agent while the user was still busy. Similar to step one, only one 
notification policy will be triggered, which will set the importance of the 
Call Request to 90%. The Call Forward sub-agent will have to decide 
between No Action with a truth-value of 0% and Forward to Answer 
Machine action, whose truth-value is equal to the importance of the current 
call of agent A, which is 81 %. Therefore, the Call Forwarding Agent will 
propose the latter action. 

In the same way, the Answer Call will choose the Signal-Call-Waiting 
action, whose truth-value is equal to the importance of the current call, 
which is 90%. Agent A will have to choose between No Action with a truth 
value of 0%, Signal Call Waiting with a truth value of 90%, and Forward to 
Answering Machine with a truth value of 81 %. So it will choose the action 
with the higher truth-value, this is the Signal Call Waiting. 
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e:CaJI 

i:importance.importaot 
i&-LOO8·Distanc:e = true 
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c:all 
c:aller=B 
c:alled=A 

Figure 7. Step 3: Receiving a Second Long Distance Call Request. 

In Figure 8, we suppose that the local telephone call was sent to Agent A 
while the user was still busy with a long distance telephone call. So only 
one notification policy will be triggered, which will set the importance of the 
Call Request to 60%. As in the previous case, the Call Forward Agent will 
propose the Forward to Answering Machine with a truth-value of 81 %. The 
Answer Call Agent will propose a Signal Call Waiting with its truth-value 
equal to the importance of the Call Request, which in this case is 60%. In 
this case, Agent A will have to choose between No-Action with a truth value 
of 0%, Signal Call Waiting with a truth value of 60%, and Forward to 
Answering Machine with a truth value of 81 %. The agent will choose the 
Forward to Answer Machine, as it is the action with the highest suitability. 

As we've seen from this example, the graphical notations that we've 
developed help simplify the understanding of the system behavior, by 
allowing us to give a global view of each step of the scenario. 
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.:CaII 

i:importance.important 
is-Loog·Dislance = falBt 

caller =B 
called=A 

Figure 8 Step 4: Receiving a Local Call Request. 

6. RESOLVING FEATURE INTERACTION 
BETWEEN MULTIPLE DEVICE-AGENTS 
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In this example, we will demonstrate how fuzzy logic can be used to 
resolve conflict between different device-agents. 

Suppose that a user A wants to make a conference call with both Band 
C. A does not want any of the telephone calls to be forwarded to an answer 
machine or a secretary. Both Band C are not available. B has forwarded the 
telephone calls to the answer machine, while C has forwarded the telephone 
calls to a secretary. C has left a report with the secretary that should be read 
to the others in the conference call. 

Let us take the first example of A sending a Call-Request (CR) to B. 
The device-agent of A will post on the blackboard the following Call

Request. 
• CR.caller=A, called=B, id = Xl 
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The id of the call request is set by the originating agent to identify this 
request if further processing is required. For simplicity, let us suppose also 
that the only entity that is interested in this call request is the called agent R 

The device agent of B (B for short) contains two sub-agents, a 
Termination-agent (RT) and an Answer-Call-agent (B.AC). 

B will have an attribute available set to false. B also contains the fuzzy 
variable forwardTo VoiceMail parameter set to 10%, indicating that it gives 
the possibility for the persons who call him to be forwarded to the answer 
machine, but without forcing them to. 

RT contains the following policies. 
• PI_B_TI Op [on CR:CallRequest] B.T {acceptCallO} CR [when 

(B.available= true) AND (CR.called=b)) 
RAC contains the following policy. 
• PtB_ACI Op [on CR:CallRequest] B.AC (jorwardCallO) CR 

[when (B.available = false) AND (CR.called=B)] [Truth-value is 
(BforwardToVoiceMail) ] 

The output ofB.T will be no-Action, while B.AC will choose to forward 
the call to the answer machine, with a truth value of 10%, which is the value 
oftheJorward-To-Voice-Mail parameter. The agent B will arbitrate between 
the output of the two modules and will choose the forward-Call. The result 
of this event will be a call forward on this call request. 

The system will ask for the permission of the originator of this event, 
which is A. 

A contains the following policy. 
• PI_AI An A (jorwardCall) CallRequest [Truth-value 

(A.noForward)) 
This rule indicates that A refuses to forward this call with a degree of 

truth equal to the value of the fuzzy input variable no-Forward. Let's 
suppose that A has set this parameter to 80%. 

In this case, a No-Permission-Exception event will be generated, 
indicating that a suggested action has been refused. The arbitrator agent 
will be invoked to handle this event. 

The arbitrator agent will recalculate the truth-value that was associated 
with the suggested action. The new value will be recalculated as equal to the 
original truth-value of the action multiplied by the weight that is accorded to 
the agent suggesting the action, minus the truth-value of the permission 
refusal action multiplied by the weight that is accorded to the agent refusing 
the action. 

Suppose that we are using a passive arbitrator, which applies equal 
weights for every agent involved in the exception. In this case, the forward
Call truth-value will be evaluated to 10% - 80% = -70%. 
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B will re-evaluate the decision that it makes. Thus, B will have to choose 
between No-Action with 0% andJorward-Call with -70%. B will choose the 
action with higher truth-value, so No-Action will be chosen. This means that 
the call will not be forwarded and the caller will receive a busy signal. 

Now let us consider the case of A sending a Call-Request (CR) to C. 
The device-agent of A will post on the event-blackboard the following 

Call-Request. 
• CR. caller = A, called = C, id = X2 

The device agent of C contains two sub-agents, a Termination-agent 
(C.T) and a Call-Forward-agent (C.CF). 

C has the attribute available set to false. C contains also the fuzzy 
variable forward-Call set to 10%, to allow the calls to be forwarded to C's 
secretary. 

C contains the following policy. 
• PI_Cl Op [on CR:CallRequest] C {set to 95%} forward-Call [when 

(CR.called=C) AND (CR.caller=A)] 
The previous policy is set by C to indicate that it is waiting for a call 

from A. When this call is received, the value ofJorward-Call is set to 95% to 
express the will of C to forward this particular call to C's secretary. 

C.T and C.CF will contain the following policies. 
• PI_C_Tl Op [on CR:CallRequest] C.T {acceptCall} CR [when 

(C.available= true) and (CR.called=C)] 
• PI_C_CFl Op [on CR:CallRequest] C.CF (forwardCall()} CR 

[when (CR.called=C) AND (C.available = false)] [Truth-value 
(C.Forward-Call) ] 

When the call request is received from A, C will set the value offorward
Call to 95%. The two sub-agents of C will suggest no-Action and forward
Call with a degree of truth of 95. Again, the system will ask for the 
permission of the originator of this event, which is A. 

A will activate the rule PI Al and will refuse the call forward. A No
Permission-Exception event will be generated again and the arbitrator 
agent will be invoked again. The arbitrator agent will recalculate the truth
value associated with the suggested action. This value will be equal to 95% -
80% = 15%. Thus, the forward-Call action will still be the suggested action 
with the highest truth-value. The arbitrator agent will decide to override 
the objection of A and the call will be forwarded to C's secretary. 

The examples shown in this section demonstrated the use of fuzzy 
policies. It explained how fuzzy logic constraints can be used to allow the 
user to alter the reaction of the system, depending on the user's own 
preferences, thereby giving the real control to the end user. 
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7. CONCLUSION 

Telephony features may interact with each other in an undesirable or 
even an unacceptable way. Classical telephony systems resolve this problem 
by providing explicit instructions in their management software. With the 
increase in the number of features and the convergence of the worlds of data 
and voice, this approach is becoming less and less feasible. 

In this paper, we proposed to use a multi-agents architecture to detect and 
resolve feature interactions. The end-user has the ability to alter the output of 
the interaction between the features by adding policies to the user-agent, thus 
making the system customizable. 
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